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Got the chance to meet up and fish a couple of SE wild streams with Salmonoid from the board on Saturday.
Salmonoid's a great guy, knows his fishing and his stream geology, and makes for a heck of a fishing partner.
Wish we got into a few more fish (trout anyway), but had a great day, and am looking forward to checking out a
few more streams together.
A brief (as brief as I get anyway) wrap-up...
We decided to start on a small Brookie stream that I've fished before, but was new to Salmonoid. We were
trying to take advantage of Friday night's rain to bring up the water levels and add a little color to the water. The
Brookies in this stream are extremely spooky and I usually struggle on it to be honest...mostly because at lower
flows it tends to produce long, flat, glassy pools despite it's gradient. It's got a good population of Brookies
though and I thought with a little more flow we could probably sneak up on a few. When we got there we were
greeted by the water being up a tad, and still having just a touch of color to it. We hiked downstream 1/2 a mile
or so and fished our way back up. Salmonoid brought a few to hand, and I hooked into a similar number, but
suffered a string of long distance releases. By the time we got back to our put in, the stain to the water had all
but disappeared so we decided to make the quick run over to a larger stream, as opposed to continuing
upstream.
The second stream was new to both of us, but we suspected it may hold some wild Browns. Our suspicions
were confirmed on about the second hole we fished when a 12+ inch Brown charged out of a plunge pool to
inhale Salmonoid's Bugger. Unfortunately, he threw the hook just as fast, but that was a very encouraging start!
We worked upstream about a mile or so, and Salmonoid picked up a nice 9" range Brown, and together we
missed a couple more. I caught a healthy dozen or so Creek Chubs, and Salmonoid hooked into a few too...I'm
pretty sure this was the fishing Gods retaliating upon me for busting Squatch about his hatred of Chubs, so I
suppose I'll knock that off! I'm not sure the Brownie population is all that great in this stream, but with all those
Chubs, it's the kind of stream that could produce a big one I think...so it probably earned a repeat visit at some
point.
All in all a very good day, and you can't argue with upper 50's and sunny for the first weekend in March.
A couple of pics...
002 - One of Salmonoid's Brookies from stream 1.
003 - Salmonoid working one of those deep Brookie holes...a 9-10 incher lives there, but he successfully
evaded us this time.
005 - Stream shot on stream 2.

I'm pretty sure Salmonoid got a pic of his nice Brown from stream 2, so maybe he'll chime in with that one. Lots
of good guys on this board...get out there and fish with them if you can!
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